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A Congenial
Threesome:
Reading,
Social Studies,
and Computers
by
Sixth graders in social studies at Guardian
Angels School, Clawson, Michigan, have
discovered that computers help them learn
about the world . This year they were
introduced to FrEdBase, a database program
that can be freely copied. With FrEdBase,
facts and statistics are entered into an active
file. Information can be added and sorted in
various ways .

Loretta Sak

forests or was it about the environment?
Some students stood firm in their beliefs,
citing reasons for their decisions. They
learned the art of compromise, and in this case
categorized the article as both forests and
environment. Such discussions encourage
critical thinking and involve organizational
skills.
The students continue to have fun as they
learn what their database can do. They have
it alphabetize according to country, from A-Z
of Z-A. They sort by the student's name or by
subject. When they really want to put the
computer to work, they conduct a multiple
search, looking for two or more categories.
An example of a search they conducted was
to find government-related articles concerning
the Soviet Union entered by Pat Smith, the
student. Thus Soviet Union was typed in for
the country category, government was typed
in for the subject category, and Smith was
typed in for the student's name category.
When searches are completed, students are
delighted to see a list of entries they have
placed in the database; there is no greater
feeling of accomplishment than seeing your
name in print next to your hard work.

These sixth graders are compiling a
database on current events using information
from local newspapers about happenings in
countries around the world. Each student is
assigned ten newspaper articles per quarter.
The articles are summarized in the database
fields which include:
COUNTRY:
SUBJECT:
DATE:
TITLE:
PUBLICATION:
STUDENT'S NAME:
The sixth graders are developing a strong
sense of self-worth as they help each other
decide on classifications when entering data.
One student, for example, was heard
explaining to another that Paris, the location
of one article, is actually a city, not a country.
Such statements were proven by referring to
the social studies books. Other students
discussed how to classify the subject of the
event. Was an articie really about Brazil 's

After each entry, the students place a
sticker on the globe by the country or city
mentioned in their article. Each group has a
different colored sticker, so that a friendly
competition develops to get the most stickers
from around the world. The sixth grade
classes are organizing their articles into their
own encyclopedia , which will contain over
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example, one adventure created by the
teacher takes young children through the
streets of Rome exploring the Roman Baths,
Colosseum, Forum, Pantheon, Circus Maxi mus,
and aqueducts. As the students arrive at each
location, they read a sign or are given a
description of the place they are exploring.
This adventure reinforces the textbook
material. The program is displayed on a large
screen and the students cooperatively decide
on the location of the next site to explore. The
historical site must be spelled correctly or the
computer rejects their request. This program
brings history alive in a way that mere
reading can not do. A possible next step
involves students using their own creativity
and imagination with LogoWriterto develop
other adventures for exploring history.

2,000 newspaper articles by the end of the
school year.
Ongoing teacher assessment indicates
that valuable learning is taking place.
Students are gaining an appreciation for the
importance of reading the newspaper. They
are also learning about the relationship
between history and life today. When the
students read a current article about an
earthquake in Armenia, they understand how
the climate in Armenia effects rescue
attempts. This give students an intrinsic
purpose to their learning, therefore making it
more enjoyable.
The positive results extend beyond the
classroom, too. One student reported that
her Mom's company had just bought a
database and her Mom was having trouble
understanding it. Erica proudly stated that
she explained the functions to her Mom.
During the school's open house, the students
demonstrated their database to their parents.
Being able to show off their weeks of work
was a definite ego-booster for the students as
well as the teacher. It also left the parents
with a strong sense of pride in their children's
accomplishments.
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Another computer program that can be
used in conjunction with social studies lessons
is LogoWriter. With LogoWriter, teachermade interactive adventures can be created
which use the social studies textbook as the
source of material for the adventures. For
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